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1. (a) Let 7’ be a superstable theory without the omitting type order property. 
Then every regular type is either localiy modular, or non-orthogonal to a strongly regular type. 
Xn the latter case, a realization of the strongly regular type can be found algebraically in any 
realization of the given one. 
(b) Let T be a superstable theory with NOTOP and NDOP. Then every regular type is 
either locally modular or strongly regular. 
2. Let T be superstable. 
(a) Let p be a nontrivial regular type. Then p-weight is continuous and definable inside some 
definable set D of positive p-weight. If p is non-orthogonal to 8, then D can be chosen 
definable over B. 
(b) Let p be a nontrivial regular type of depth 0. Let stp(a/B) be p-semi-regular. Then a lies 
in some acl(B)definable set D such that p-weight is continuous and definable inside D. 
It was shown in [lo] that if the models of a theory do not encode second-order 
information, then the theory enjoys a number of structural properties: super- 
OP, NOTOP. If a theory has tl-ese properties, then any model of the 
prime model over an independent tree of countable submodels; and 
each model in the tree is roughly determined by a regular type over its 
predecessor. The notion of a regular type is the key his anai ysis .
Not much is known about regular types in general. e only clearly understood 
ones are those whose geometry is locally modular, analyzed in [S]. Of those, the 
nontrivial ones are essentially the generic types of a definable abelian group, with 
a slightly distorted vector space structure, and no further relations ‘near the 
generic’. e only further complication arises from the sssible existence of an 
infinite chain of definable subgroups of finite index, creating a nontrivial type 
structure on the generics. 
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y minimal type is either 
er’s result to all regular types of depth 0. In 
ver, p-weight need not have good definability properties, and so 
ms to have no parallel to R” in finite rank. We show in Theorem 2 that in 
failure of definability of p-weight occurs only for trivial types; for 
nontrivial pp-weight has the maximal continuity and definability properties. 
Gmbmed with the geome tic properties this gives an excellent technology, and it 
is this that we use to prove Theorem 1. The definitions of the terms used in 
m 2 follow. 
be a regular type. 
that a regular type p is orthogonal to B if p is orthogonal to 
some conjugate of itself over B; this disagrees with standard usage (p _L B in the 
standard sense iff p 1 acl(B) in our sense). 
t D Ix a definable set. Then Dq={f(bl,. . . , bn):f a O-definable 
T”9, bI ,..., bnEDC}. 
(c) A formula is said to have p-weight ok if every type extending it has 
p-weight ok; it has p-weight k if it has p-weight sk, but not ok - 1. 
(d) Suppose p is nonorthogonal to B,, and D is B,-delInable. We will say that 
p-weight is continuorcr inside D if whenever B. c B, u E Deq, and w,(a/B) 6 k, 
there exists a formula in tp(u/B) of p-weight sk. 
(e) p-weight is dkjhuble if for every formula q(x, y), {b : tp(x, b) has p-weight 
k} is a union of BO-definable sets. 
p weight is definable inside if the same is true for every q(x, y) such that 
asserting more or less the 
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(iv) stp(a/bIb, ) is almost orthogonal (over b2) to @ q2 whenever q1 is 
a strong type based on (b,}, and q2 one base 1 
In fact we will only n o know that under the -(iv), there exists 
a formula such that p(x) 1 s call this weaker 
principle p ion over pairs.) 
). Let T be superstable, p = stp(alB) regular, and assume p-WOE 
Then either p is locally modular, or there exists a1 E acl(a, B) with tp(a,lB) 
strongly regular. 
eo ). Let T be superstable, p a regular type of depth 0 and with 
p-WIOP. Then p is locally modular or strongly regular. 
Even p- OP will only be needed in certain circumstances, in which 
stp(a/M) = p. 
The first part of the theorem can be considered as an approximation to 
w-stability. This turned out not to be one of the structural properties; many 
model-theoretic questions become easy for o-stable theories, but orley ‘s 
example of a vector space with a descending chain of subspaces of finite index 
shows that not all non-o-stable theories encode second-order phenomena. The 
theorem can be thought of as saying that locally, the only obstructions to the 
w-stability of classifiable theories are the variants of this example. To see this 
note: 
. Let T be countable and supeEstable. Suppose very regular type is 
non-orthogonal toa strongly regular one. Then T is o-stable. 
SR abbreviates strongly regular. We first show by induction on the infinity 
rank of the SR formula D that every strongly regular formula has ordinal Morley 
rank. Let p be the SR type determ by D. Work inside D. Then every SR type 
except p has Morley rank ~00. nce whenever 4 fp is a l-type, as 4 is 
onal to some SR type and Q Ip, q is non-orthogonal to a type with 
rley rank. Thus if q(x) is any formula such that -q(x) up, then by 
f [6], 43 has ordinal orley rank a(q). 
}. This shows that every 
e same theorem from [6] once more, it follows that T is 
o-stable. Cl 
An example in [7] shows that countability is necessary here. 
eorem E is a technic neralization of [2]; for motivation we 
reader to the proof present 
le number of strong ty 
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to get an intersection to which the h 
lype ble superstable theory, based 
Srcppme very smaller infinity-rank than p 
with only countably masy tyPes over A. Then p is either locally 
This yields the following striking statement, suggested by A. Pillay. 
Let T be countable and SuperstabZe, and assume that none of its regular 
are &ally nw&r. Then T is o-stable. 
) we show that D has ordinal Morley rank. Suppose 
D’ with R”(D’) < R”(D). Work inside D. Let p be 
. Then the hypothesis of 1.2 is met. Sincep is not locally modular, 
regular type. Since p is arbitrary in D, by 
tion 1.1, D has ordinal eyrank. 17 
Theorem l(b) goes beyond o-stability; it is false in o-stible theories with the 
DOP. Its proof uses stable groups (as does 2(b)). 
some of the facts we will need; however ;otations and results 
concerning regular types from [9] and [S] will be used rather freely. Let p be a 
p based on B, and let Q be an -definable set (the solution set of 
.) p 1 B denotes the restriction to B of the non-forking extension of p 
to C. p is&reign to Q ifp is orthogonal to every type q extending Q, over any set 
of parameters. p is intemal to Q if for some set B, Q is defined over B, and there 
exist a ii-p 1 B and dI, . . . . d,lt-QwithaEdcl(B,dl ,..., d,). Assuming lQi>l, 
p is Q-internal ilf there exist n and a definable function f such that {c : stp(c/B) = 
e symbol !J is the symmetric version of e. (p !J q iff p s q and 
otes the p-definition of q(x, y) (read: ‘for generic x 
will also use the following results from [7]. Fact 1.3 and 
ing the notions ‘internal’ and ‘foreign’ (including the 
n be found in 17, $21. 1.4 is essentially contained in [lo, 
licitly in [S, $3, facts (4), (S)]. 1.5 is Theorem 2 in [6]. 
is not foreign fo Q, then there exists a, E dcl( { a} U acl( 
,/B) is Q-internal. 
q, ifs ) is p-simple and 
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k non-orthogonal to the regular type p, then there exists 
a1 E dcl(B U (a)) such that stp(aI/ ) is p-simple of positive p-weight. 
&ppose q is a regular type based on B, F = @a/B) is q-semi-regular, 
and I is’almost orthogonal to q” over B. Then there exist a’ E acl(a, B) - 4(B), 
r’ = stp(a’/B), a definable group G, a dejkable set D, and a definable transitive 
action of G on D, such that r’ is a generic type of D with respect to this action. 
Let P be a property of elements of CT We will say that 
‘has 
wi’k’ &uneters 
P provably over B if there exists a formula q(x,, . . 
l Al) 
from B such that tq(al, . . an) and for all a;, a:, if 
~&4, l l l 9 a;) thenPholdsof (a;, . . . , ‘is understood it may dd omitted. 
For example, ‘tp(a/c) has p-weight 0, provably over b’ means that there exists a 
formula 6(x, y, b) E tp(ac/b) such that if Rq(a’, c’, b) then tp(a’/c’) has p- 
weight 0. 
(T stable). Let P be a property invariant under Aut(C/B). Suppose P 
ho& of ti provably over B U G, and if ~lr C 1 B. Then P holds of ii provably over 
B. 
f. L& (p(.& B, C) demonstrate that P holds of a’ provably. Let q = stp(C/B). 
Then the q-definition of QJ, rp’(Z, B) def (dJ)q(.& B, Z), shows that P holds of ii 
provably over the algebraic losure of B. Take the disjunction of all conjugates of 
q’ over B to see that P holds of ti provably over B. q 
As a further example of this usage, note 
. Let Q be a B-definable set. if stp(alBc) is Q-internal, then stp(alBc) ti 
Q-internal provably over B. 
If Q is finite, then a E acl(B U {c}) and the claim is obvious, so wz may 
ignore this case. the characterization of internality mentio,ss;J 
there exists a d able function f = f!-_, 3) and n such that f[ 
(a’ : stp(a’/ Be) = stp(al y compactness, there exists a formula (w(x) E 
contains (a’ : 62 I= ar(a’)). 
conjugates of a! over B Cui s definable over 
let the conjugate of f corresponding to U”i, so 
U i 2 a’. It is now easy to get a single functio 
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tPC. Say f * = f +(Z, a*), and cy* = /3(x, c)(/3 E L( 
the situation, and shows that tp(alBc) + -internal provably over 
rstable, and we work in Q=e9. Let p be a regular 
re exists a p-simple, weight-l 
p is nontrivial, we show that be chosen so that: 
If Ml(a, b), b E dcl(c). and wJa/c) = 0, then w,(a/c) = 0 provably over b. 
Any fotmwh 8 sat&fjGng (a) end (b) aiko cratisfies: 
(c) rf a E”dcl(al, . . . , a,, b) for some aI, . . . , a, such that W(ai, b) for each i, 
b E dcl(c), and wp(oIc) = k, then wP(a/c) G k provably over b. 
then remains only to show that D can in fact be found definable over any set 
B such that p is non-orthogonal to B, and that p-weight is definable. This is 
proved in a considerably stronger form as Proposition 2.4. 
(a) Let &,(x, b,) be a formula of least possible R” such that p ,f &,. So if 
and a4 B 1 bO, thzn stp(alB U (6,)) is orthogonal to p. It follows that 
610 is p-simple, of weight I. 
(b) From now on assume p is nontrivial. ence there exist b, cl, c2, c3 such 
bo E dcl(b), k@o(Ci) (i = 1,293)s wp(ci/bcj) = 1 if i Zi, but wp(cJbc,c2) = 0. 
Cb(stp(clcJbc3)) such that clc2 CL c3 1 ab. Then 
y, c2) & @!a, cl, ~2) for SOme v’ = @(x9 Y, 2, b); 
) ap’ is also over b. As a E acl(bc,), there exists a 
that 81 is p-simple of weight 1. Let (dl, e,), 
sequence over ab, with dl = cl, el = c2. So a is definable 
) for some PL. Say Q = f (d,, . . . , d,, el, . . . , e,), where 
&x =f (Yl, l l l P y?!, 21, l l l 9 zn)). 
,a 
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Clearly M(o), and 8 is p-simple, of weight 1. To see that (b) holds, let 
6 E dcl(c), and suppose M(a)) and: 
(i) w,(a’fc) = 0. 
Choose (di, . . . , d,) I@ 1 cd, and (ei, . . . , en) such that a’ =f(& 2) ant!! 
kq(a’, di, ei) for i G IC. By the choice of cp we have: 
(ii) wp(ei/c) s 1, w,(di/C) s 1, and all types occurring are p-simple. 
(iii) It is not the case that di k 4 1 ba’ei. 
Hence R”(di/ca’ei) e R”(d,lba’ei) < R”(8,). By the choice of 00, stp(di/ca’ei) 
is orthogonal to p, SO wp(di/ca’ei) =O. By (i) and the additivity of weight, 
w,(di/cei) = 0. Hence 
(iv) It is not the case that di k 4 1 cei. 
SO for some a(~, U, z), W(d,y) CU(Y, C, ei) and kcW(di, C, ei). Let q* = 
-(dY) ~y(y, u, z) & cu(y, u, 2). As b E dcl(c), b = g(c) for some O-definable func- 
tion g. Let 0*(x, u) be the formula: 
So W*(u’, c). If W*(a*, c*), we have to show that w,(u*/c*) = 0. Choose 
(d 1*9 . . . , d,*)bq” I&*, and (ef, . . . , ef) such that l=q(a*, d:, e:) and 
q*(dF, c*, e,*), and x = f (df, . . . , d,*, e,*, . . . , e,*). 
Since each dF4 c*eF, w,(d*/c*Z*) =O. As &, is p-simple of weight 4, 
w,(Z*/c*) < C w,(ei*/c*) G n. So wp(d*Z”lc+) G n; since wP@*/c*) = n, it follows 
that wp(P/c*d*) = 0. Thus w,(a*/d*c*) = w,(a*/Z*d*c*) = 0 (a* E dcl(Z*d*).) 
Since a*c* & d* I b, a* LL d* I c*, so w,(a*/c*) = 0. This finishes the proof of 
(b)- q 
Using 2.1 and the definition of p-simple types, one can 
reduce to the case wPiai/c, 6) = 0 for each i. Let J = {i : w,(ai/{c, a1, . . . ai- }) = 
l}. So card(J) = k. AS w>(aif (c, a1, . . . , ai_l)) = 0 provably over b if i $ J and 
Wp@i/(C9 ah . l . p ai_1)) s 1 provably over b if i E J, one sees easily that 
w,((al, . . . 3 a&) < k provably over b. Since a E dcl(b, al, . . . , a,,,), it is clear 
that w,(a/c) G k provably over b. 0 
. Let T be superstable, p be a nontrivial regular type, non- 
onal to B. Suppose tp IB) is p-simple. Then ere exists a1 E dcl( 
q E tp(a,/B) such th -simple, and p-weigh continuous and 
inside q; and w,(a/a 
t 8 satisfy (a), (b) 
cl,...,ck rea 
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is a singleton {a}, and 8 = 8(x, b). 
such that bc & a 1 
an element of Q=eq 
the (finite) set of conj of G’ over Ba. Then a1 E dcl(a, B), and w,(alBa,) = 
of independent conjugates of bc over Ba, 
of each conjugate of a’, and hence of al. Let b’c’, . . . , 6%" be 
of Jk over Ba, such that al E dcl(b’, cl, . . . , b”, cm), 
). No;e 
pi be the conjugate of p corresponding to bi (so 
that pi-simplicity is the same as p-simplicity, and wP = wPi for 
al to B.) Let q1 = 84x, 6’) v l l l v 0(x, 6”). 
p-simple, of weight 1, and (by the choice of 0): 
(i) If kql(d), 6 E dcl(e), and w,(d/e) = 0, then w,(d/e) = 0 provably over 5. 
Let be the jth coordinate of ci. Then al E dcl(& citi : i, j), and each cij 
sa us by Lemma 2.3, there exists a formula ~1~ E tp(al/B6) such that 
gp2(d), 6 E dcl(e), ar?d w,(d/e) = k, then w,(d/e) s k provably over 6. 
t~7~ = (pz(x, 6), let r = stp@B), and let Q)&) = (dry) q2(x, 9). Since 
each bi II, a 1 B and the hi’s are independent over Ba. d & a 1 B, SO d & a1 1 B. Thus 
h&al). Applying the idea of 2.1 we get: 
(ii& (p3 is p-simple. 
(iii)b If Eq3(d), and w,(J/e) = k, then w,(d/e) s k provably over acl(B). 
Note that if w,(d/e) s k provably over acl(B), then the same is true over B 
the disjunction of the conjugates of the formula expressing the given fact). 
let q be the disjunction of the conjugates of p3 over B, then p is 
p-simple, bq(al), and (ii&, holds for 43 in place of (p3. Let D = (x : q(x)}. By 
a 2.3 again, 
If d E IF and w,(d/e) = k, thea w,(d/e) s k provably over B. 
It follows immediately that p-wei is continuous inside q. For definability, let 
ty(x, e) be such that {x : ~(x, e)} s eQ, and $J(x, e) has p-weight i. We must 
show that q(x, e) has p-weight i provab!y over B. By 2.1 we can harmlessly 
ters independent from e. Hence we may assume that there 
eq, with d kr’ 1 B U {e}, I a regular type based on B, r Yp, 
wP@fed) = 0. By (*), w,(d/ed) = 0 provably over B, 
formula B(Y, x, v) E tp(& e, 4. Let (u(x) = 
x, v)); then (Y clearly shows that $I&, e) has p-weight 
ai provably over B. The other inequality follows directly from ( * ) and 
compactness. Cl 
2(a) is now irxanediate, using 
Let p be a regular type of depth 0 in a superstable theory. 
, and wP(alal 
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. Assume the hypothesis of 2.5. Then there exist n and a2, . . . , a,, such 
thtz;: 
(i) Each ai E acl(Ba). 
(ii) For i 2 1, there exists e& a 1 B and an e-definable set D such that 
Stp(ai+*lB u Ial . . . , ai)) is D-internal, and p is foreign to D. . . . 
( ) 111 a, = a. 
It is easy to see, using Fact 2.2, Remark 2.1 and induction, that if the 
conclusion of Lemma 2.6 is true of a, then there exists a formula 9p E tp(a/B) such 
that whenever !=&a’), the same conclusion is true of a’. Since it follows clearly 
that stp(a’/B) is p-simple of weight 0, the proposition follows. 
.6. AS long as a $ acl(B U {a,)), we define by induction ai+l 
satisfying (i) and (ii), and with ai+, $ acl(B U {al, . . . , a,)). Since each ai E 
acl(a>, it follows that R”(a/B U {a,, . . . , ai}) decreases with i. The chain must 
terminate, so a E acl(aJ for some i, and we can let n = i + 1. 
Let b = (al,. . . , ai). AS b E acl(B U {a}) - acl(B), stp(b/B) is semi-q&r, 
Jp. p has depth 0; so rl = stp(a/Bb) is non-orthogonal to B. So there exists 
C 2 B, a & C 1 B, and a regular typo r based on C, with r ,L r,. Choose r of least 
possible Rm. Then by the theorem c “u existence of semi-regular types in [lo, V.41, 
we may assume rl is r-semi-regular. Note that every extension of rl is orthogonal 
to p. 
. rl is almost-orthogonal to rw over C U {b}. 
Suppose not. So there exists c’ I= rm for some 1p1, c’& b 1 C, a 4 c’ 1 Cb. By 
transitivity of nonforking as b E acl(a), a 4 c’ 1 C. But r I p and stp(a/C) is 
p-semi-regular, a contradiction. 
By Fact 1.5, there exist a’ E acl(a, B) - acl(l3, b), r, = stp(a’/Bb), a definable 
group G, a definable set D ’ and a definable transitive action of G on D ‘, such 
that r2 is a generic type of D’ with respect o this action. Since every extension of 
r2 is orthogonal to p, and every type inside D ’ is parallel to some extension of a 
translate of r,, every type inside D’ is orthogonal to p. Now the formula defining 
ay have parameters from acl(C U {b}); call it 8(x, c), with c E C and 
, y) E L(Bb). Let t = stp(c/Bb). Let 6,(x) = (dty) 6(x, y). Then k&(a’), and 
p is foreign to &. Let 6’ be a conjugate of b over acl(B), a & 6’ 1 B, and let 6 
the corresponding conjugate o 6,. Then p is foreign to fi2, a 
parameters independent from a. oreover, as r2 is non-orthogonal to 
a conjugate of itself 
U {b}) with stp(a” 
by a2 satisfies :S’, a 
1 E. Hrudhski, S. Sk&h 
l(b) follow immediately from Proposition 2.4 and Theorem 
d the Proposition 3.1 below- We will t&~ point of view 
modularity can be best understoo-d using imaginaries. 
p is locally modular iff any two p-closed sets (in F) 
over their intersection. statement turns out to be independ- 
; so ‘modular in Q=eq’ woul a better operational description than 
. Let p be a regular type. Assume p is not locally modular, and 
holds. Suppose D(x) is a p-simple form&, D(x) EP, and p-weight is 
and dt$na.ble iksidd D. Ekn p is strongly regular. 
tary stability considerations, we may assume D is x =x, and p 
Iefamas to the end of this section assume this hypothesis as 
theses of the proposition. 
1) There exist a, 6, C with the following properties. 
= wP(bf C) = 2; w,(a/ Cb) = w,(b/Ca) = 1. 
qAb) = Q(C)- 
p U based on C, and p 1 C is realized inside &I(a). 
C = C&(C) (I dcl(a, 6, C). 
(a, C) n dcl(a, 6, C) G acl(C, a). 
- 2 C, ab & c 1 C, CT is an automorphism fixing acl(c, a), a6 LIJ b 1 ca, 
(6, q, then ah {c, 6, o6} 1 {C, 6, ab}. 
c&(6, C) n dcl(a, 6, 
ation and ordering of these clauses is intended to make the proof 
t 14, (d) implies that 
0: stp(&/C) 13p3. In 
atement together with the fact that 
are equivalent to the statements: stp 
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the definition of p-simplici 
A = Cl&a) and B = ClJ 
s gives a, b, C satisfying (a), (b), (c). 
Cl,(C) n dcl(u, b, C) does not hurt (a), (b) or (c), since UP(C) 
superstability, for every su E of dcl(a, b, C) there is a finite 
E E acl(EO U C) (consid “(ah/E).) So there exi 
dcl(a, b, C) n ClJa, C) such that (dcl(a, b, C) n C&(a, C)) G acl(C, aI). 
C&(Ca)= CIP(CauI) and dcl(Cab) = dcl(C’aalb), there is again no 
replacing a by aa1. Thus (d) and (e) can be et. Given Q, b, C sati 
let g be an automorphism king Cl,(Ca) such that a& b 1 Ca, and let 
tx(a, b, C) = R*(a/b, ub, C). Clearly stp(b, ub/Ca) does not d 
well-defined. Choose a, b, C so that CU(Q, b C) is minimized. 
a, 6, e be as in and suppose a t$ (6, t6) 1 {c, b, crb}. By (e) and 
stp(biCa) 8pe ce bh Cl,(&) 1 ca; applying a, ab & Cl&.a) 1 
there exist an automorphism cr’ fixing Cl&‘a) pointwise and with o’b = ab. Let 
b’ = (6, a”‘(~@), C’ = Cl&) n dcl(C, a, b’), and as above find a’ such that 
a’ E dcl(a, C’, b’), a E dcl(a’), and Cl,(c, a) n dcl(c, a, b’) c_ acl(a’). So a’, b’, 
C’ satis@ (a)-(e); and 
&(a’, b’, C’) = R”(a’/b’, a’b’, C’) s R”(a/b’, u’b’, 6’) 
cRw(a/b, 06, c) < Rm(a/b, ab, C) = cu(a, 6, C), 
contradicting the minimahty of ar(a, b, C). (The first inequality is true because 
a’ E dcl(a, C’, b ‘); the second because ub E dcl( a’b ‘); the third because 
a$ {c, 6, o@ 1 {C, b, ab}.) Thus (f) holds. To satisfy (g) one replaces b by a 
somewhat bigger element inside dcl(a, b, C) n CIJC, b), as a was replaced in (e); 
this does not change dcl(a, b, C), so (e) and (f) remain valid. Cl 
In the proof, we used the fact that if SE is a subset of c invariant under Aut(C), 
then any two elements realizing the same type over 52 are Aut(Q=/Q)-conjugate. 
This is an easy exercise, using stability. 
Let a, b, C be as in 3.2, and let b’I=stp(b/Ca), b’ IL b 1 Ca. Then: 
(b) b’&blC. 
There exists a formula p(x, y, y’) over C such that for b’ as above, 
(~3 P(X, b, b’) I- tp(alC). 
(a) Since b’ CL b 1 Ca, Cb(stp(b’/Cab)) c acl(C@. Suppose b’ LL cz 1 Cb. 
en Cb(stp@‘/Cab)) s acl(Cb). But acl(Ca) n acl(Cb) c C&(C) by 3.2(b), so 
6’ & ab 1 C&(C), and in C) I C by Fact I.4 and 3.2(d)) 
6’ th a I C. This is absurd act 1.4 and 3.2(g), stp(Nb) is 
lar; by symmetry, a$ b’ I Cb; so w,(a/Cbb’) =Q. 
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(b) w,(abb’!C) = w,+,(a/C) + 2wJblCa) = 4 while wJa/ Cbb’) = 0, so 
~~(bb’/C) = 4 = w,(b/C) + w,(b’/C). y 3.2(d), stp(blC) ap*; hence b r~ b’ 1 C. 
ow that the conditions listed in p- hold. Let c =) C, 
zeu{b’}, abb’&CJC, B&B’(c; we must show that 
= dcl(B) n cl,(cb), B; = dcl(B’) n Cl#b’). It follows 
& 1 Cbb’. But (because x =x is p-simple, and by Fact 
1.4), stp(B/BO) and stp(B’/Bh) are both domination-equivalent to powers of p. 
AsBrLB’(Cand&(B&JB&BUB’, B~LB’I(B,UB;);~OS~~(BB’/B,-,B;) 
is domination-equivalent to a power of p. But wP(a/BOB&) =0, so 
a & BB’ I B,B& By transitivity, a IL BB’ I Cbb’, as required. El 
e fouowing fac& are true of a provably over Cb. 
(1) w,(a/C) =S 2, w,,.,(a/Cb) s 1, w,(b/Ca) s 1. 
(2 aU b’, 
(i), stp(b’f Ca) # stp(b/Ca), 
or (ii) wJb’/Cab) = 0, 
or (iii) @(a, b, b’), and wJafb, b’) = 0. 
(1) is immediate from 3.2 and the definability hypothesis we are working 
under. 
(2) First note that (2) is true: by 3.2(e), stp(b/Cu) IXp, so if stp(b’/Ca) = 
stp(b!Ca) and w,(b’/Cab) # 0, then b’ & b I Co, and 3.3 applies giving (iii). Now 
for any particular b’ re stp(b/Cu), the statement (i) v (ii) v (iii) is true of 
a, b’ provably over Cb. compactness, only finitely many formulas are 
involved, so we can use the universal quantifier to get that (Vb’)((i) v (ii) v (iii)) 
is true of CI provably over Cb. 0 
. If (1) and (2) of L emma 3.4 hold of a’ in place of Q, and 
w,(a’/Cb) + 0 then @(a f C) = tp(a/C). 
Let a’ be such an element, and choose b’ such that stp(b’/Ca’) = 
‘) and b’ LL b I Ca’. Fist compute that 
w,(b/Ca’) = w,(b/C) + w,(a’/Cb) - w,(a’/C) = 2 + (al) - (~2) 2 1. 
ut by 3.4(l), w,(a’/Cb) G 1 and w,,(b/Ca’) G 1. So 
(a) w,(blCa’) = 1, 
(b) w,(a’lC) = 2, 
‘b) = w,(b’/Ca’) = 1 (from (a)). 
(i) nor (ii) of 3.4(2) hold, so (iii) must: kp(a’, 6, b’), and 
w,(a’/Cbb’) = 0. Using the last equality we compute again: 
= w,(a/C) + w,(b/Ca) + wJb’/Cab) - w,(a’/bb’C) 
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y the last two lemmas, there exists a formula 
a(x) e tp(a/Cb) such that if Iw(u’) and w,(a’/Cb) # 0 then tp(a’lC) = tp(a/C). 
By 3.2(c) there exists a O-definable function h such that h(a) bp 1 C. Let d = h(a). 
By 3.2(b), d $ Cl&b), so d k p 1 C U { 6). It follows in particular that 
w&r/C, 6, h(a)) = 0; as p-weight is continuous and definable we may assume that 
&(a’) implies w,(a’/C, 6, h(a’)) = 0. Let a*(x) = (W)(x = h(x’) & a(~‘)). Then 
p 1 Cb is strongly regular via cy*. For suppose k*(d’) and w,(d’/Cb) #O. Pick u’ 
such that d’ = h(a’) and t= a@‘). Then w,(a’/Cb) #O, so tp(a’/C) = tp(a/C). 
ence tp(d’/C) = tp(d/C) =p 1 C. As p is regular and w,(d’/Cb) > 0, d’ CL b I C. 
As p I C is stationary, d’ kp 1 Cb. This shows that p 1 Cb is strongly regular via ac*; 
hence p is strongly regular. 
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